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TO:  John Myers, CC:DA Chair 

FROM: Patricia Hatch, CC:DA Webmaster 

SUBJECT: CC:DA Webmaster Report, January 21, 2009 
 
This report summarizes the status of the CC:DA Website and its migration to the ALA website to 
date: 
 
Progress to migrate our site from PSU to ALA has been delayed over the past six months due to 
the following circumstances: 
 

1. ALA’s migration to a new content management system in late September 2008 delayed 
movement on the revamp of ALCTS division within the Collage system 

2. Technical problems experienced by ALCTS pre- and post-migration, some of which are 
still being worked on as of this date 

3. Resource constraints on the ALCTS side, which has only been recently addressed 
 
Therefore, the CC:DA website migration will now take place over the spring/summer of 2009. 
 
To help address the resource issue, ALCTS has now formed an ALCTS Redesign volunteer 
group that includes representatives from some of the committees within ALCTS to assist in the 
coordination and update of the ALCTS site.  This group was officially formed on January 16, 
2009.  The membership of the group is as follows: 
 
Patricia Hatch: CC:DA 
David Miller: SAC and the Nominating Committee 
Tony Olson: CCS Home page and Executive Committee 
Sandy Chen: CCS RPC Essay pages 
Rhonda Marker: CETRC CE Subcommittee 
 
This group does not reflect the full complement of groups involved in ALCTS and more 
volunteers will be sought to assist with the updating and migrating of pages within the ALCTS 
section of the ALA site. 
 
A wiki has been created to assist with the ALCTS redesign and the CC:DA webmaster has been 
given access to add and edit documents here.  The group will also use a mailing list to 
communicate ideas and problems. 
 
Now that this group has been formed, the webmaster is confident that we can begin the migration 
of the new site based on the project plan laid out in the previous webmaster report.  
 

 

Patricia Hatch 
CC:DA Webmaster 

http://alcts.ala.org/webwiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/tas/jca/ccda/docs/webmaster4.doc
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